Intelligent Appointment
Management
JRNI Appointments: simple, powerful and
automated

The Appointments application from JRNI helps companies

Our intelligent appointment logic removes all

convert online traffic into in-store and in-branch visits.

complications from the scheduling process, and empowers

Why is this important? High quality on-site experiences

customers to easily schedule appointments at the optimal

increase customer loyalty and revenue from purchases

time with the right person. Appointment management

made - both on the day of service and through repeat

is handled by an AI-powered scheduling engine which

visits. Managing appointments can be challenging and

automates the assignment of appointments to the right

inefficient when using outdated/inflexible technology

resource at the right time. All you need to do is input

or manual processes. Those inefficiencies may include a

available services and watch the magic happen. The

lack of staff optimization, high administration time for

appointments application offers a remarkable admin

organizing the appointments, a high rate of no-shows, and

experience, where staff can manage appointment

an inability to track cancellations. Furthermore, it can be

types, resources, locations, availability, notifications,

impossible to gain any insight into the customer’s behavior

confirmation, and see all customer details.

and preferences.

Here are some of the ways JRNI’s Appointments can drive
results for your business:

Unite your digital and physical

Centralized Customer View

Maximize staff productivity

Create a customer journey that

Staff can view customer appointment

Our admin experience makes it easy

moves seamlessly between online

history and background information

to manage multiple appointment

and offline experiences. Personalize

that’s been aggregated through

types across multiple locations, as

the pre-appointment experience by

questions and outcomes of previous

well as the staff to manage each.

asking questions and SMS/email

appointments. This helps staff

This logic is fed into our AI-powered

reminders to build a rapport before

personalize each interaction and,

scheduling engine for automatic

the appointment takes place.

in turn, cultivate greater customer

calculation of available slots based

loyalty and experience.

on staff availability.

channels
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Key Capabilities

OPERATIONAL FLEXIBILITY
Multi-Mode Appointments
Our Appointments application helps your organization
manage multi-mode appointments, so you have maximum
flexibility all within one platform. In just a few clicks,
users can quickly create different types of appointments
and make them immediately available to customers for
booking. It’s also easy to make ongoing changes to
appointments, and trigger customer communications
accordingly.

OPERATIONAL FLEXIBILITY
Multi-Location Staff
Managing resources across various locations can be a
complex challenge, and our AI-powered scheduling engine
supports all facets of multi-location staff. Define which
locations your staff work at within each staff profile, and
our scheduling engine will do the rest. The personal staff
calendar provides each staff member with a clear overview
of which appointments are booked across each location by
day.

RAPID IMPLEMENTATION
Adaptable Journeys
Our adaptable booking journeys are built using over 10
years of intelligent industry insight and are proven to
increase customer conversion and return on investment.
We’ve done the research and testing with hundreds of
enterprise customers, so you can instantly benefit from
our templates and expertise. Our adaptable booking
journeys offer maximum flexibility through configuration
enabling you to design certain aspects, while leveraging
the industry best practice templates we have built to
speed up implementation.
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Key Capabilities

SIMPLE ADMINISTRATION
Staff Admin Experience
Our tablet responsive admin experience makes
appointment creation and ongoing management incredibly
simple while on the go. Easily configure the settings of
resources and services, enter the appointment and rules,
and we take care of the rest. Our intuitive platform
helps you view all upcoming appointments from a single
interface, so it’s simple to manage and reduces manual
admin time. Use that time to ensure staff focus on what
matters - the customer.

EASY MANAGEMENT
Centralized Appointments Calendar
Perform all key functions of appointment management
within a simple calendar view designed for optimum ease.
Enable staff to manage appointments from a single-view
that showcases upcoming appointments and their associated
critical information. Filter options facilitate simple searches for
past, present and future appointments.

AUTOMATED COMMUNICATIONS
Personalized Notifications
Provide a seamless customer experience via confirmation
emails to the registered email addresses. Reduce no-shows
by reminding customers of their upcoming booking via
automated email and SMS notifications. Emails can include
a download for easy insertion into an attendee’s calendar.
Customers also have an option to cancel or reschedule an
appointment. Our notification capabilities ensure you’re
in complete control of each message, so you can match
your brand’s tone of voice and drive a consistent message
across all interactions.
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Key Capabilities

360° CUSTOMER VIEW
Single Customer Record
Keep a single record of your customer’s previous and
upcoming appointments, and their associated business
outcomes, so your staff can provide the best possible
service. This 360° view of each individual customer can
be used to support future sales and marketing programs.
Gain deeper insight into each individual customer to help
deliver a more personalized experience and drive future
business decisions. Keep your customer information up to
date with edit and update functionality.

LOCATION EXPERIENCES
Check-in
Empower front-line staff with the tools to manage attendee
check-in and appointments with our user interface. Staff
can quickly check-in the right attendees for the right
appointments, and feel confident knowing they’re in complete
control of the process. Accurate check-in status enables
staff to understand appointment length, time of completion,
and number of no-shows. Staff can rapidly find the right
appointment booking to make changes, edits or remove/add
attendees.

VISIBLE HEALTH CHECK
Dashboards
The main dashboard provides insight into the health of
the business through interactive charts of key metrics and
trends. You can quickly see the total number of bookings
made in the last week or month, as well as the top
services, locations, resources and channels. At a glance,
you now have powerful insights on capacity utilization,
cancellation rates, outcomes and more. You can also filter
the data for any date range, export it a CSV file or pass
to your existing Business Intelligence solution. True power
at your fingertips!
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Key Features

CUSTOMER APPOINTMENT EXPERIENCE
Adaptable booking journeys including location search/select,
Adaptable Booking Journeys

Appointment Selection, Customer Details, Summary, Payment
and Confirmation allow customers to make a booking with your
organization.
Customers can change or cancel a booking using a custom link

Reschedule and Cancel a Booking

within both confirmation or reminder notifications (typically via
email or SMS).
Enhance the appointment experience by asking a series of booking
questions to gain insight on the customer. Booking questions

Booking Questions

support multiple question types and answers to enable flexibility
in attendees responses. Questions can be edited, added or deleted
from the staff experience.
Automated emails and SMS can be sent to attendee/s to confirm
an appointment booking. The content of each notifications is

Personalized Notifications

customizable within the staff experience, and each notification
can also include an embedded link so attendees can cancel if
necessary. JRNI’s notifications come pre-templated, but can be
easily configured with your content and branding.
Customers can enter the journey from multiple points. The journeys
support unauthenticated web pages, authenticated web pages,

Multiple Entry Points

targeted email and SMS links and social media. Additionally, using
our published APIs, the journeys can be written into iOS and
Android applications.
Certain optional journey steps can be removed or changed within

Configure the Flow of the Booking

the customer journey to meet your needs. For example, you can

Journey

remove the location search, the ability to pre-populate the service
type or add a customer single sign-on option.

Multiple Hosting Options

Customer journeys can be hosted by JRNI on a microsite with a
custom URL or embedded within your existing website.
Allow customers to book appointments without needing to log

Single Sign-On (SSO): Customer

in again from your website with Customer Single Sign-On (SSO)
support.
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Key Features

STAFF APPOINTMENT MANAGEMENT
Staff can create an appointment using the new booking journey
Create New Bookings

within Studio, the staff experience, capturing the customer’s
details, search existing customers, select availability and confirm a
booking.

Reschedule Bookings

Cancel Bookings

Staff can reschedule existing appointment bookings within Studio
and send the relevant notifications to the customer.
Staff can cancel an appointment booking within Studio and send
the relevant notifications to the customer.
Staff can create or add an appointment from within the
centralized appointment calendar view. The calendar view shows

Centralized Appointments Calendar

all upcoming appointments and available booking slots. Time
zones, agenda views and more are available to the convenience of
local and senior managers. This view is configurable based on user
preferences.
This calendar view is configurable to allow a week, month and

Calendar Views

agenda view based on user preferences which are then saved for
future use.

Calendar Filters

Users can filter the view by appointment and resource.

Users can drill down into a customer profile, staff member
Calendar Drill Down

or resource from within the appointments calendar to review
information.
Users hovering over an existing booking within the calendar

Booking Popovers

views are presented with high level booking details and actions reschedule and cancel the booking - via our new booking popovers.
Users can move bookings within the calendar view by simply

Move Bookings Using Drag and Drop

dragging and dropping the booking into the desired available slot.
A confirmation window will appear showcasing where the booking is
moving from and to for the staff user to confirm.
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Key Features

Block Time

Service Profiles

Users can block periods of time within calendars to prevent been
seen as available for an appointment booking.
Each service has a service profile that includes a service calendar,
service details, upcoming bookings and performance reporting.
Manage multiple services types including fixed time, variable time,

Service Types

single duration, multiple durations including pre and post booking
time slots for travel, set-up or other tasks.
Users can manage all appointment types within Studio. Our

Multiple Appointment Types

Appointments modules support face-to-face appointments, video
and/or voice appointments, single attendee, multi-attendee, single
staff, multi-staff and multi-location.
Each staff user has an individual staff profile. The profile includes

Staff Profile

a personal calendar, personal schedule, staff details, upcoming
bookings and performance reporting.
Staff schedules are input for each staff profile, enabling the

Staff Schedules

scheduling engine to provide accurate availability for when staff
can be booked. This can be manually driven, uploaded in bulk or
controlled from a workforce management tool using the APIs.
Our AI-powered scheduling engine manages the availability of
staff, resources, and types of appointment services to ensure all

AI-Powered Scheduling Engine

bookings are made effectively. Flexible and comprehensive booking
rules enable the user to manage elements such as the booking
timeframe, cancellation timeframe and max bookings within a
simple interface.
Intuitive view of all customer details within a user-friendly UI. In
addition to the basic customer info, staff can capture additional
customer data that are useful or necessary when delivering the

Lightweight CRM

appointment. Timeline of future appointments booked, details of
the next scheduled bookings and a full history of previous bookings
are also available to the user. Staff can update the customer profile
information within the profile view to maintaining accurate records.

Powerful Search

The module supports autocomplete suggestions and multiple search
types help staff to find the appointment and customers rapidly.
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Key Features

Our tablet responsive check-in interface presents current
appointments taking place and upcoming appointments happening
later that day. Users can manage the appointment status - No
Check-in Interface

Show, Checked In, Being Seen, Completed - to support effective
reporting on the operational performance of each appointment.
This also ensures that the use of staff time is optimized by freeing
time when appointments finish early.
Effectively record the outcome of each appointment using a range

Booking Outcomes

of field types, enabling staff to identify an opportunity to increase
customer lifetime value and service excellence.
Templated follow-up surveys are available for all appointment types
to be used as a baseline for survey creation. Follow-up surveys

Follow-up Surveys

support multiple question types and answers to enable flexibility
in attendee responses. Questions can be edited, added or deleted
from the templates.
Enable call center staff to make and manage bookings as

Contact Center

efficiently as possible across all your locations. Use a specialized

(additional application)

interface based on our Omni-search toolset to show only relevant
information as fast as possible.

INTEGRATIONS
Payment Integration

CRM Integration

Calendar Integration

Powerful integrations to a number of payment merchants to accept
payments through the adaptable booking journey.
Powerful integration with selected CRM’s to sync contacts and
booking data in real-time.
Powerful integration with selected calendars to sync booking data
in real-time.

Clienteling Integration

Powerful integration with selected Clienteling applications.

Video Integration

Powerful integration with selected Video Conferencing applications.

YEXT Integration

Powerful integration with YEXT to manage store listing data in JRNI.

Single Sign-On (SSO): Staff

Allow your staff to easily log in JRNI without needing new
credentials using Single Sign-On (SSO).
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Key Features

TRACK & OPTIMIZE
A suite of CSV Reports providing insights into event and bookings

CSV Reports

performance.
Find answers, make decisions, and take action with Insights.
Pre-configured reports enabling you to analyze and review your

Insights

booking, customer and business data across all appointments.

(additional application)

Access configured dashboards as interactive charts to give
stakeholders a consistent view of data and access to new insights.
Take a daily dataset to feed into your existing data lake or analytics

Data Export

engine.
Use the JRNI open API’s to incorporate your key booking, outcome,

API Export to Selected BI Tool

staff and other information into your in house analytics solution.

Talk to an expert today:
Find out how our Appointments application can help power your business by talking to a
JRNI expert today

web: jrni.com/contact

email: sales@jrni.com

LONDON

BOSTON

SYDNEY

6th Floor, 236 Grays Inn Road,
Holborn, London
WC1X 8HB
United Kingdom

179 Lincoln Street
Boston
MA 02111
USA

64 York Street, Level 12
Sydney
NSW 2000
Australia

Tel: +44 (0)333 212 5884

Tel: 857 305 6477
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